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FALKE Autumn/Winter 2020/21 

FALKE Baby and Kids 
Divided into different categories, the new Falke Baby and Kids Autumn/Winter 
2020/2021 Collection offers a broad range of products that are a perfect fit for the 
cold but cosy season.  
 
FALKE Kids 
Autumn Time: The combination of coarse yarn with a pattern in harmonising colours 
lends the FALKE Pepita Tweed socks a particularly comfortable and rustic look.  
A more girlish style is conveyed through the 360 degree floral pattern and glittering 
lurex yarn of the FALKE Autumn Flower Print.  
 
Travel Tech: The FALKE Tech Car socks with their cool racing car design will convince 
every small technology aficionado. 
Lights off, socks on - the glow-in-the-dark yarn makes the cuffs and the outlines of the 
aeroplane motifs on the FALKE Airplane glow in the dark. 
 
Clean + Simple Chic: A bow made of Swarovski® elements at the shaft of the FALKE 
Twinkle Bow will make every girl’s eyes sparkle. 
The mini-me version of the FALKE Oxford with two-tone vertical stripes lets father and 
son shine in partner look. 
 
Winter Sports: The FALKE Active Cable, with a coarse plait pattern at the shaft and 
neo-coloured cuffs, as well as the FALKE Active Colour Chevron in a modern colour 
block look are ideal for sports activities in autumn and winter. 
 
 
FALKE Baby 
Heritage Comfort: The high-quality mixture of cotton and cashmere makes the FALKE 
Baby Cashmere Rib tights particularly soft and cosy.  
 
Cute Animals: Baby feet look even cuter with the charming penguin face and the 
turn-up cuff made of full plush of the FALKE Baby Penguin. 
 
125 years Special 
For the 125th anniversary, FALKE presents the FALKE Baby Falcon and the FALKE Little 
Falcon with contrasting cuffs and toe area, and a playful falcon motif as a symbol for 
the brand name.  


